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Encrypted DNS is Now Often “On by Default”
● Encrypted DNS is being deployed in

browsers, operating systems
○
○
○
○

Often it is enabled by default
Trusted recursive resolver is also selected
by default
Chromium: Opportunistic DoH
Firefox and Opera: Cloudflare is default
TRRs

● Do users want this?
● Do they understand it?
● Do they know how to change it?

Enabling DNS-over-HTTPS

Choosing a Trusted Recursive

Pilot Survey: Questions
●

Do users understand what DNS setting options do?
○

●

How do users interact with current DNS setting options?
○

●

Users stick with default settings when they lack information
Many thought the defaults were necessary for their phone to work

Does being provided with more information on DNS settings
change the settings option that users choose?
○

●

Users mostly don’t interact with these settings or leave them on
their default options

Why do users choose the settings that they do?
○
○

●

Users have misconceptions about DNS settings

Some users do change their settings.

Do people know about the different DNS resolvers?
Do they trust them?
○
○

People had limited knowledge of DNS resolvers
Trust in those resolvers varied among participants

Survey Design (15 participants via Prolific)
●

●

●

Participants were shown the popup that is displayed to users, after the update that enabled this feature.
○ They were asked which of the two options from the popup they would select and whether they had seen the
popup before taking the survey.
○ Participants were shown screen shots of the Firefox settings menus and were asked questions about how
likely they would be to modify the setting or be able to find this setting on their own.
If participants had a phone that supported Private DNS, they were asked to navigate to the Private DNS settings
page.
○ If they were able to get to the Private DNS settings page they were asked about their current settings. Users
that were not able to navigate to the Private DNS settings page or had a phone that did not support Private
DNS were shown images of the Private DNS settings page.
○ All participants were then asked what Private DNS they would choose without any additional information about
Private DNS.
After a brief description of DNS was given and a question to confirm that participants had understood the description,
participants were asked what aspects of their DNS traffic they would expect to be protected by Private DNS.
○ Following an explanation of Private DNS, participants were asked multiple-choice and open-ended questions
regarding their opinions of this setting. Participants were then presented the original settings options for
Private DNS and asked what option they would choose.

Changing Settings in Firefox

User responses to questions about Firefox’s DoH settings

Choices of Encrypted DNS Settings: Automatic or Other?

Private DNS setting choice without
additional information

Private DNS setting choice with
additional information

Knowledge of and Trust in DNS Providers

If participants had heard of different DNS
providers

If participants reported trusting different DNS
providers

Summary and Future Directions
● Main Findings
○ Many people stick with default settings options making the choice of default very
important
○ People don’t understand the ramifications of selecting different options
○ Being given more information does cause some people to choose a different
option
○ There is still a lot of work to do on explaining these settings to users
● Future Directions
○ Larger sample size
○ More extensive interface testing
■ Test newly implemented interfaces
■ Design and test alternative interfaces
■ Have more participants be able to interact with their own settings
○ Understand users’ expectations for each encrypted DNS configuration

